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APKCombo Games Simulation Job Simulator Fri 6.6 · D.R.C Games 02 Aug 2019 (1 year ago) Work the never-ending night shift with infinite overtime mode! A free content update for Job Simulator! In a world where robots have replaced all human jobs, step into the Job Simulator to learn what it was like to do a job. Players can relive the
glory days of work by simulating the ins and outs of a gourmet chef, an office worker, a supermarket clerk, and more. Learn 'job' with the following *exciting* historical re-creations! Learn what it was like when cooking was a human task. Spend a day in the shoes of an office worker. Manage customers like a supermarket clerk. Repair cars
as a car mechanic! Job Simulator was unveiled during the global announcement of the Vive at GDC 2015. Since then it has been announced as a launch title for Oculus Touch as well as PlayStation VR! Here's what the press says: I never expected a video game demo in which I picked up a tomato (and threw it at a robot) to get me so
deeply in awe. I... Wants to play Job Simulator forever. It was wildly funny. Of the game-like experiences I've had with the device, it was the best - better even than Valve's own Portal 2 vignette. This digital kitchen I was transported to deceived me without even having me realize that I had been cheated. I was misled into believing. My
personal favorite was one where I was transported to a kitchen. I cooked in a virtual kitchen, and it felt so incredibly real. I microwave a tomato, served a steak, and cracked many eggs. This was actually the perfect demo for VR: the rudimentary and clumsy actions I performed reminded me of that of a young child getting to know the world
around it for the first time. I found myself in the kitchen for the first well interactive experience of the demo. I soon discovered that there was so much fun to be had playing with the food as there was cooking with it. The one who left the biggest lasting impression with me is probably the kitchen/cooking one... It felt like a complete joy. Ring
the bell, pick up the various items, open the fridge... it all felt incredibly natural and instinctive. I threw pots and pans around a robot kitchen, chopped carrots and mushrooms and then microwaved a bottle of wine (it melted into a twisted cube)... It sounds ridiculous, but I grinned like crazy all the time. It all felt natural and intuitive (and fun
and ridiculous). ... perhaps the most impressive when it came to interaction. We are pleased to announce that Job Simulator sold more than a million units; We've officially gone platinum! Five years ago, during job simulator's humble beginnings in the frozen of Winnipeg, we never imagined creating a platinum hit. We are truly honored that
you, our fans, believed in us and in VR. This success shows that there is a huge audience You build a great game with the uncompromising vision of VR for everyone. We are impressed by how far VR has come and are excited for the future that we will all make together! See below for the full press release. -Owls Even JobBot has gone
Platinum! Job Simulator surpasses 1 million units sold! Goes Platinum! Owlchemy Labs Inc. January 7, 2020 Austin, TX – Virtual reality market leader Owlchemy Labs today announced that its flagship multi-platform virtual reality game, Job Simulator, has sold more than 1 million units. This achievement places Owlchemy Labs in rare
company, establishing Job Simulator as only the second made for VR title to reach this milestone. We developed Job Simulator for the first time as something that could only exist in VR. It was built for hardware that was not yet available to consumers and was a very risky product. says Owlchemy Labs CEOwl Devin Reimer. Job Simulator
going platinum shows that the consumer VR market is capable of generating huge hits. We are pleased that Job Simulator has found a diverse audience that enjoys our game. Since 2010, Owlchemy Labs has been combining its deep love of game design, user experience, story and humor to create engaging experiences for current and
next generation VR platforms. Their original title Job Simulator has been hailed as one of the defining VR experiences, debuting as a bundled game with the HTC Vive, as a launch title for Oculus Touch, as a launch title for PlayStation VR, and most recently as a launch title for the Oculus Quest. Since its launch, it has maintained a
position on the top seller charts on various platforms. This includes being on the top 10 PSVR games every month since its release on the platform in October 2016, and being the #1 game 3 years in a row. We believe that part of the appeal of Job Simulator is how accessible and comfortable the game is for players, says Reimer. Whether
you're sitting in the middle of your virtual office cubicle or watching the action from your couch, the game speaks to the magic of VR. Our players experiment with something and 'it just works'- much to the delight of those who watch and play. Building content with deep interaction in a format that is welcoming to all players creates a
mainstream experience that has proven to remain endurance. About Owlchemy Labs Owlchemy Labs is a creative studio with a passion for polished and unique VR experiences and games. Founded in 2010 and based on Austin, TX, we believe that interaction and using your hands is what really makes virtual reality the most incredible
place to build unique content that blows players minds. We love to build experiences that are full of and full to the edge of our unique brand humor. Our titles include the award-winning VR quadruple launch title Job Simulator, the Emmy-nominated Rick and Morty: Virtual Rick-ality, and our VR title Vacation Simulator. Owlchemy was
acquired by Google in 2017 and continues to share VR knowledge with the community as speakers on VR around the world. More information about Owlchemy Labs can be found on Be the youest you that you that you can be with our Avatar Customizer 3000, the latest digital human representation. Customize a virtual you for perfect
selfies, with customization options such as: skin tone, visor color, hairstyle, hair color, facial hair and glasses. Read more on the developer's blog about Avatar Customization! Release date: May 21, 2019Price: $19.99File Size: Unknown Comfort: ComfortableGenre: Adventure, PuzzleGame Mode: Single User In a world where robots have
replaced all human jobs, step into the Job Simulator to learn what it was like to 'do the job'. Players can relive the glory days of work by simulating the ins and outs of a gourmet chef, an office worker, a supermarket clerk, and more. Key Jobbing Features: ● Throw a stapler at your boss! ● Learn to 'job' in four not-so-historically accurate
representations of work-life before society was automated by robots! ● Use your hands to inexplicably stack, manipulate, throw and smash physics objects! ● Aggressively chug coffee and eat questionable food from the trash! ● Able to juggle tomatoes in real life? Do it in VR! Unable to juggle? No cleanup is required in VR! ● Gain
valuable life experience by laying off new employees, serving slushy treats, brewing English tea and tearing car engines apart! Comments from page 2 3
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